Transcript: Understanding Grammar - Scary Stories (Narrative Tenses)

Introduction

Jack: Boo!
Rich: Wooah! What are you doing?
Jack: Ha ha! I made you jump! It's only me. What are you scared of?
Rich: Why are you hiding behind a door? You ...
Jack: It's Halloween this week. Ghosts, witches, zombies all that kind of stuff. I love it.
Rich: I don't really believe in all that nonsense, but it can be fun, I suppose.
Jack: Yes, it is, and it's not really that scary.
Rich: Not like Arsenal's defending, ha ha ... that is absolutely terrifying!
Jack: Very funny.

Welcome

Rich: Hello my name's Rich
Jack: and I'm Jack
Rich: and welcome to this week's Premier Skills English podcast
Jack: Where we talk about football and help you with your English.
Rich: We recommend that you listen to this podcast on the Premier Skills English website because that is where we have the transcript, language examples, activities, quizzes and a discussion page to help you understand everything we talk about.
Jack: However, if you're listening on Spotify or Apple Podcasts, you can leave answers to our questions in the review section. We do read all the reviews and would love to hear from you.
Rich: In this week's podcast, we are going to tell you a couple of scary stories and talk about narrative tenses. I have a story for you that might be a little bit scary so I hope that you are not alone when listening to this podcast!
Rich: It's not that scary just a little frightening :)
Jack: I also have a story to tell and your task this week is to retell my story in the comments section using some narrative tenses.
Rich: Make sure you listen to the end of the podcast because we've got a special Halloween football phrase for you to guess as well.

Football Phrase

Rich: But, before we look at all that, let's look at last week's football phrase. If you didn't hear it last week we'll give you one more chance to guess and give you the correct answer at the end of the show when we give you a new football phrase.
Jack: Last week's football phrase was one that I love and it's probably my favourite bit of skill on the football pitch.

Introduction to story

Rich: Do you like ghost stories, Rich?
Jack: Not usually but once many years ago I was travelling on an overnight train through Transylvania in Romania and I was reading ...
Rich: Dracula!
Jack: Yes! I know it's a bit of a cliche ... a bit stereotypical but I bought Bram Stoker's Dracula for the journey and read it on the train. I remember it being a full moon, too. It definitely added a bit of atmosphere. I was really scared.
Rich: That's the thing, Jack. Sometimes real life and horror stories or ghost stories are the same thing. Let me tell you something that happened to a friend a few years ago.
Jack: A story?
Rich: It's not a story. Well, it is, it's a true story.
Jack: OK, but let's give our listeners a task while they are listening to your 'true' story. While you are listening, here's a question for you to answer:
Rich: Where did the clown go?

Story 1

Rich: Here's a story that a friend, Kimberley, told me a few years ago. I don't know if I should believe her but she swears that it's true.
Jack: When someone swears something is true I never believe them.
Rich: Well, Kimberley says this is 100% true and I've known her for a long time. She was babysitting for the Beckham family in Kensington - a rich part of London - it was before I knew her.
Jack: The Beckham family? David Beckham? Is that when he was playing for Chelsea or Arsenal?
Rich: I don't know. It's just what Kimberley told me.
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Story 1 (cont.)

Jack: So, what did she say about the house?
Rich: The house was very big and had lots of antiques, awards and music and football memorabilia. It was full of old paintings and things. Kimberly had only ever looked after the two children in the daytime and it was the first time she was going to babysit in the evening.
Jack: The best scary stories always happen at night time.
Rich: The parents told her that the children needed to go to bed at seven-thirty and afterwards she should go and watch TV in the basement and not go looking in different rooms and parts of the house. They said they'd be home at about eleven.
Jack: Come on! The basement! This is not real.
Rich: She swears it’s true. So, the kids eventually went to sleep about eight and she went downstairs to watch TV for a bit. She didn’t like the basement - it was full of weird stuff and that’s where David kept his collection of football caps. They were everywhere. Some were pinned to the wall, some were on mannequins and one was on the head of a life-size clown statue. That statue really freaked her out.
Jack: Scary clowns. Please.
Rich: While she was watching TV, she suddenly got scared. She thought that the creepy clown was watching her so she threw a sheet over it so she didn’t have to look at it.
Jack: She just found a sheet...
Rich: I don’t know. Anyway, she still couldn’t stop thinking about the clown because the sheet didn’t cover its super-sized clown shoes so she knew it was there. She decided to ring David.
Jack: Why? To ask why there was a super scary clown statue that was going to turn into a psycho?
Rich: Something like that. She called David to ask if she could watch TV in another room because the giant clown was freaking her out.
Jack: And he didn’t answer, right?
Rich: No, he did answer. He sounded really worried. He told her the kids had been having nightmares about clowns, saying a clown was in the house at night time. Then he said that he didn’t own a clown statue and that she had to get the kids out of the house.
Jack: And then the clown killed them all. Haha!
Rich: Nope. She looked around and the clown wasn’t there. Just a sheet on the floor. She ran up the stairs woke up the kids and got out of the house.
Jack: Mmm. That’s one of the worst stories I’ve ever heard.
Rich: I don’t think it’s a story. Maybe we should try to get an interview with David Beckham so he can corroborate!

Language Focus

Jack: In the last section Rich told you a ghost story. Not a very good ghost story.
Rich: It wasn’t a story. It was true.
Jack: Mmm, I’m not so sure. Anyway, we gave you a question to think about. It was: Where did the clown go? What’s the answer, Rich?
Rich: Not sure. The clown may have run away. The clown might have just been in Beckham’s head or maybe a ghost!
Jack: OK, we’ll leave that there. What we want to look at now is some of the language used in the story. Specifically, we’re going to look at narrative tenses.
Rich: Firstly, let’s check we know what narrative tenses are.
Jack: Narrative tenses are basically tenses in the past that we use to tell stories. The three main narrative tenses we use to tell a story are the past simple, the past continuous and the past perfect.
Rich: You may have noticed some of these tenses in the ghost story.
Jack: We’re going to focus on the past continuous and past perfect and how and when we use them. Let’s start with the past continuous.
Rich: In the story, I said my friend Kimberley was babysitting for the Beckham family. This is the past continuous - was babysitting.
Jack: We create the past continuous with was or were plus a verb in the -ing form.
Rich: In this first example, we are using the past continuous to describe an event that happened over a period of time in the past.
Jack: Kimberley was looking after the children or was babysitting between six o’clock and eleven o’clock. She was babysitting over a period of time.
Rich: It’s very common to use the past continuous at the beginning of a story to give background to a story and explain what is happening.
Jack: You might hear something like: Once upon a time, three little pigs were playing in their garden or A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away the rebel alliance was fighting the evil galactic empire.
Rich: The past continuous is also used to say what was happening when a specific action happened.
Jack: In the story, Rich told us that Kimberley was watching TV when she suddenly got scared.
Rich: In this example, we use the past continuous to describe what was happening - Kimberley was watching TV - and the past simple to describe the action - she got scared.
Jack: We use the past continuous to describe what was happening before the action happened and the past simple to describe the action.
Rich: Some common examples are:
We were playing football when it started to rain.
The fans were cheering and singing until the other team scored.
I was eating dinner when the doorbell rang.
Let's look at the past perfect now.
We can use the past perfect to talk about something that happened or didn't happen before another event in the past.
So, we are talking about two things that happened in the past but one event was before the other event. Listen to this example from the story:
Kimberley had only ever looked after the children in the daytime.
In this example, we are saying that Kimberley had looked after the children in the daytime before but now she was looking after them at night for the first time.
We use the past perfect to describe the time that is furthest in the past. To create the past perfect we use had plus the third form of the verb - in this example it's had looked after.
Let's look at a football example. I went to the football stadium at 1 o'clock yesterday. Jack went to my house at 2 'o clock yesterday.
Both of these sentences are in the past simple but we can put them together using the past perfect.
Jack went to my house at two but I had already gone to the football stadium.
Here are some more examples:
I sat down and fell over because someone had moved my chair.
He had never scored in the Premier League before.
I felt sick because I had eaten too much.
OK, so that's the past continuous and the past perfect but let's have a quick look at the past perfect continuous. Here's an example from the story:
The kids had been having nightmares about clowns.
We use the past perfect continuous for something that happened often in the past or over a period of time and continued up to another time in the past.
To create the past perfect continuous we use had plus been plus a verb with ing.
Let's look at another football example. He had been playing really well before he got injured.
We use the past perfect continuous had been playing to describe the period of time before another time in the past, in this case when the player got injured.
Here are some more examples:
I realised I'd been doing too much so I took some time off.
Ah - Rich. Hmm probably running late ...
Let's see what he says. Hi Jack, sorry, can you meet me at the old church?
The old church? Erm. texting sounds yes... I ... can...
Why?
I wonder what this is about.
What's he saying now? It's a surprise. Come quickly.
OK Rich ...
Are you here yet?
Are you here yet?? I've just left the cafe... how could I be there already.
... I'm 2 minutes away.
Jack ... Jack ...
Keep coming - don't turn around.
What?
Jack ... Jack ...
Hurry up - don't turn around.
Jack ...
Ah Rich - there you are.
Where are you going?
To the old church...
Why are you going to the old church?
To meet you. You've been sending me messages.
No ... I lost my phone last night ...
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Task 2

Rich: That was spooky. Can you answer the question we gave you? Who was Jack texting in the story?
Jack: Well, I thought it was you!
Rich: But, it wasn't. Good job I found you. Who knows who it was?
Jack: It gives me the creeps.
Rich: Are you walking home alone tonight? Ha haha!
Jack: Oh be quiet. Right, the task we have for you is to retell my story using narrative tenses in the comments section.
Rich: Imagine you are telling a friend what happened to Jack. Here are some questions to help you:
Jack: Where was I? What was I doing when I read the messages?
Rich: How do you know it wasn’t me sending the messages? What had happened to my phone? What could have happened to Jack at the church?
Jack: Let’s hear your ideas in the comments section on the Premier Skills English website.

Football Phrase

Rich: Have you got a football phrase for us this week?
Jack: This week's football phrase has a Halloween feel to it. The phrase is ******* *******: It is a challenge on the pitch that is horrible to watch that often results in an injury to another player. The first part of the phrase is also used to describe a type of film which is scary.
Rich: Not something that is nice to see on the pitch.
Jack: Right, that's all we have time for this week! Don't forget to write your answers to our questions and make a guess at our football phrase in the comments below. If you get it right, we'll announce your name on next week's show.
Rich: Before we forget, if you're still thinking about last week's football phrase - the answer was nutmeg.
Jack: Bye for now and enjoy your football!